Appendix - III

Ernakulam District Total Literacy Programme

I. Evaluation Method

1. Writing - 25 Marks

Questions from one to 11 from this part. Minor errors in the alphabet may be ignored. The marks for each question is given in the Schedule. The irrelevant portions may be deleted from the questions 3 and 4 before giving it to the learners.

Question - 10 : Inland letter may be given. Place, Date, Addressing, Content, Conclusion, Signature, Name, Address of the receiver - all these may be verified. The marks for this has to be entered against the question.

Question - 11 : Two marks for completed copy book and this may be entered against the question.


Questions from 12 to 19 from this part. Answer to question No.19 requires some specific efforts from the learner. The learner should find out the length and width of the column with the aid of a Scale, and record it in the column. The learner may find out the area by multiplying the length and width.
3. Reading : 25 Marks.

It is not fair to give the same matter for reading to all learners. The evaluation sheet is prepared in such a way as to make available different matter for reading to each learner—at the most for two. The packet contains five sets of evaluation sheets marked A, B, C, D And E. Among them the matter for reading and the questions on General Knowledge differ. This will make it possible to have different matter for reading for the learners. The instructor should see to it that question papers of the same category are not given to not more than two learners. The learners who read the matter in two minutes may be given 25 marks and 20 marks to those learners who read in three minutes. For partly correct reading marks may be given according to the standard. The marks for reading may be entered against question No.20. The answer papers may be collected back after reading.

General Knowledge : 25 Marks.

Questions 21 to 24 are aimed to examine the general knowledge of the learner. Two questions are provided for each number so that the learner may make a choice of one and answer to it. If correct answer is given to the first choice, no need to ask the second question. Any how a learner should answer four questions, one each from the choice. The questions should be invariably from the concerned question paper given to the learner. It may become necessary to ask questions from the same paper to two persons. In that case the correct answers may be collected from the two learners and passed on to the other
question. The learner may be encouraged to give the answer by giving hints. After getting the correct answer, give marks to it and pass on to the other. Each question carries six marks. Those who give correct answers to more than two questions one mark may be given in addition. Marks for each question may be entered against the question.

Behaviour Change: 10 Marks

The main objective of education is to generate qualitative changes in the behaviour of the learners. As such the behaviour change of a learner who has come to the literacy class has to be taken into account. The evaluation of behaviour change requires consideration of several aspects. Regularity in attendance itself is a change in the behaviour. Three marks may be given to those who have 75 percent of attendance. For those who actively cooperate and participate in the discussions in the classes may be given two marks. Is there any change in those who had bad habits? Is the learner co-operative, and aware of the social problems? Does the learner show interest in reading books and newspapers? The instructor should evaluate these and other changes and give five marks to its credit.

After evaluation the instructor and external examiner should jointly verify the answers and give marks. Marks obtained by each learner shall be written in the answer paper and in the form appended to. After filling up the other details then and there, the answer papers and forms should be put in the given packet and sent to the A.P.O. next day.
II. Question Paper

Writing

1. Write your name:
2. Write your address in full:
3. Write the name of your panchayat/municipality/corporation:
4. Ward/Division Number:
5. What is your occupation?:
6. How old are you?:
7. Male or Female?:
8. Dictation
   1.3.5
   2.4.
9. Transcribe two lines of a poem from the Primer 'Aksharam'

10. Write a letter about your literacy class to the project officer in the following address.
    Project officer
    Saksharatha Bhavan,
    Old Collectorate,
    Cochin - 682011.

Arithmetic

12. What is the name of the day of the week on October ....1989?
13. Fill up the blanks
   1 Kilometre = ..........Metre
   1 Year = ........Days

14. What is the time now? (To be found out from the Watch)
   Answer of the learner Right answer
   Hour
   Minutes

15. Rs.Ps.
   Price of one Kg of rice
   Price of one litre of Coconut oil
   Total

16. Price of one Kg of Sugar in a Provision Store =
   Price of one Kg of Sugar in the Ration Shop =

17. Janaki gets wages at the rate of Rs.21 a day.
   What amount she will get for five days' work?

18. Gopalan brought 75 roof tiles for his latrine. He can take 5
    tiles by headload at a time. How many headloads will have to
    be carried by him to take all the tiles?

19. Measure and find out the column length = ........cm
    enclosing this question. Width = ........cm
    Find out its area = ........sq.cm.
20. Read aloud the following letter.

Dear friend,

I am happy to know that you have come to the literacy class. My hearty congratulation. There are about 50 crores of illiterates in India. It is a shame for our country. "Illiteracy is a curse on our country", said Mahatma Gandhi. Please continue the campaign that you have started against this curse. Let us have the strength to participate in country’s development. I hope it will be also helpful to solve your own problems. As you know there is no limit to the horizon of knowledge. So our slogan should be "learn and learn, again and again".

Sincerely

K.R. RAJAN
(District Collector)

General knowledge

21. What all things are required for a man to be healthy? or How the liquid for oral dehydration therapy is prepared?

22. Rat-snake is our friend. Why? or What are the earlier inventions that helped progress of humanity?

23. What are the main agricultural crops of Kerala? or What are the uses of forests?
24. What will happen if there are no ration shops and Maveli stores in the country? or
Mention any two of the fundamental rights of the citizens of India.

25. Behaviour change

Question 10: Letter - Marks
Place and date: 1 Mark
Addressing: 1 Mark
Content: 3 Marks
Conclusion: 1 Mark
Signature: 1 Mark
Address of the receiver: 1 Mark
Total: 8 Marks

Question 20: Reading

Learners who finish the reading by two minutes shall be
given 25 marks and 20 marks to the learners who take three minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Max. marks</th>
<th>marks obtained by the learner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Writing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Arithmetic</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Reading</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. General Knowledge</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Behaviour change</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Opinion of the examiners:

Date of evaluation:

Signature of the Instructor:

Name and Address:

Project area:

Signature of the External Examiner:

Name and Address: